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Missingness analysis of manufacturing
systems: A case study
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and David M Ferguson3

Abstract
Increasingly manufacturing companies are looking to use sensors to collect data from production lines to help analyse
their performance. More rigorous approaches are needed to process and analyse the resulting data, particularly when
considering missingness. In this paper, we present the results from a major study into missingness in Seagate’s disc head
manufacturing process in Londonderry UK. Working in collaboration with company staff, a detailed approach for analys-
ing missingness has been developed. The work shows how missing data analytics can be employed to analyse the quality
of the data, identify relationships and diagnose the presence of any patterns.
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Introduction

Manufacturing companies increasingly use sensors to
record data from their production processes lines and
then perform advanced analytics on them.1,2

Companies typically use Key Process Input Variables
(KPIVs), namely inputs that provide a significant
impact on the output variation of the process; they are
often highly complex. Missingness can occur for a num-
ber of critical reasons such as machine faults, but also
for some less important aspects, for example, addition
of new sensors with no prior readings, noise, etc. The
presence of, and uncertainty for, missingness can cause
complications when building statistical models by
introducing bias which results in less efficient statistical
models.3 More importantly, this incomplete data can
causes issues as subsequent data analytics tools either
assume complete cases or handle missing data through
insufficient/inappropriate procedures.4 Prior to this
work, Seagate would have performed basic checks on
their KPIV data, ensuring it was present but not ana-
lysing any gaps in sensor data or across tool fleets.

Many missing patterns have been explored and
statistical procedures developed.5,6 Manufacturing
approaches tend to use one-off methods7 or impute
missing data,8,9 but understanding the reasons for miss-
ingness can be insightful. Any approach tends to be
focussed around gaining better understanding of the

data, identifying why parts are missing and if a suitable
approach exists for processing it without losing any
information. Indeed, as we see from this analysis,
exploring statistical relationships between fleets of
machines is interesting as it is often assumed (incor-
rectly) that they operate independently. To allow for
suitable models to be created, preprocessing is required
as a means to standardise the data and account for
missingness which can lead to biassed results. Such
approaches must not introduce bias and the underlying
variance of the sensors must be retained.

This paper has resulted from a 2 year investigation
of the data being produced from a commercial environ-
ment, namely Seagate’s thin-film magnetic read-write
head manufacturing process in Londonderry UK. A
detailed analysis was undertaken on data produced
over 8months and a previously published approach by
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the authors then applied and modified to analyse miss-
ingness.10 The work identified the best method to
account for the missing data and developed visualisa-
tion tools for representing the analysis in a form suit-
able for manufacturing staff.

The paper outlines a procedure for profiling missing
data involving clustering and correlation techniques
and imputation analysis. It explores a range of imputa-
tion techniques which allow the determination of the
most statistically proper for handling different missing
patterns. In addition, visual analysis allows diagnosis,
identification of patterns and relationships within the
missing data, thus providing pointers for manufactur-
ing staff to relate the gained knowledge back to specific
sensors in their production line.

Challenges of processing manufacturing
data

The application of sensors in manufacturing results in a
large volume of data in varying formats being generated
from different sources. There is considerable interest in
utilising machine learning techniques to exploit this
such as detecting and categorising faults in a milling
machine tool.11 In manufacturing, preprocessing of this
data can constitute around 80% of project analysis
time.12 Research has been undertaken into the impact
of missing data on analysis tasks, but most manufactur-
ing work has tended to concentrate on mechanisms to
detect abnormalities.7,13

The work by Ge et al.9 emphasises the need for mul-
tidisciplinarity in data mining and data analytics for
the process industry. A number of authors7,9,14 have
identified key data characteristics in the collected data
and these include multiple sources, extraction issues,
varying data types and size, missing data/non-collec-
tion/sensor failure, extreme class imbalance in response

variable and varying distributions of different produc-
tion processes.

Lee et al.14 proposed a cyber-physical system
approach for monitoring machine behaviour and rec-
ommended a need to improve generalisability. Susto
et al.15 considered a multiple classifier model for pre-
dictive maintenance of a benchmark dataset and high-
lighted the necessity for preprocessing using k-NN and
SVM models. Munirathinam and Ramadoss13 used five
different decision models to detect equipment faults
using a publicly available dataset and highlighted a
major issue with incomplete/missing data.

Flath and Stein7 created a toolbox involving numer-
ous machine learning algorithms for assisting manufac-
turing decision-makers using one dataset and is the
closest to that proposed here. They did not, however,
consider the need for investigating data quality, appro-
priate preprocessing and other statistical based algo-
rithms to provide further insights.

Typically researchers have tended to use one-off
methods specific to their datasets,7 including statistical8

and imputation methods.9,16 However, this work does
not investigate the underlying structure of the missing-
ness and this can have major implications as to the
effectiveness of well-known imputation methods.

To demonstrate this, Figure 1 depicts the impact of
applying impact imputation methods to raw data pro-
duced by a sensor in Seagate’s four manufacturing
fleets. In this plot, the original deviation is compared
with three imputation methods, bag, mean and
LOCF, for the untreated sensor data. From this dis-
tribution, it can be seen that different imputation pro-
cedures have resulted in distributions that deviate
from the original. In this example, the mean imputa-
tion results in the data having increased peaks and
also introduces a shift in the distribution. The other
imputation methods follow the original data more
appropriately. This forms some of the motivation into

Figure 1. Example from Seagate data comparing four missing data techniques.
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investigating suitable analysis methods and imputa-
tion methods for missing data.

Whilst previous studies have shown the potential of
data analytics approaches and initial tool-kits, there is
a need for a flow that investigates the key stages of pre-
processing, handling missing data, time series impact
and creation of interpretable models.

There are number of key challenges.

1. Is the data extracted from the sensors of good qual-
ity? Can we assess its suitability and if failing, pre-
process it to account for any inconsistencies in its
raw format?

2. Why do variations occur in sensor recordings?
Could extraction of key features provide insights
into the production’s performance? Is it possible to
identify combinations or interactions amongst
sensors?

3. Can we gain a better understanding of the most
suitable predictive models for the specific dataset?

Seagate manufacturing process

A dataset was created from Seagate’s production line
of read/write heads for hard disc drives from their
Springtown factory in the UK. The manufacturing pro-
cess takes up to 8weeks and throughout, a selection of
electrical tests are performed at critical stages of the
build to identify any issues at an earlier stage of the
production process. Any work that can help identify
faults occurring much earlier in the manufacturing pro-
cess can have considerable potential in avoiding loss of
production.

The factory has four processing lines involving
decomposition tools, labelled as Tools 1–4, here. Their
engineers are particularly interested in the multi-stage,
tunnel junction process involving layering of materials,
etching, deposition and cleaning used in the disc manu-
facture process. Sensors installed in the tools for etch-
ing procedures at varying angles and deposition of
alumina, provide a continuous stream of data. Details
of data size, features and target type of the resulting
data is illustrated in Table 1.

Prior to this work, the processes in Seagate for pre-
paring datasets was rudimentary and involved checking
for the presence of the wafer and KPIV sensor data for

each. Missingness in individual sensor data and gaps in
sensors across tool fleet was not explored as not all sen-
sors were available for each tool within a fleet due to
time between equipment purchases and upgrades to
models.

Intelligent data analytics framework for
analysing manufacturing data

In 2019, we undertook some initial work in establishing
a framework to investigate data analytics10 and applied
it to Seagate’s dataset. From this initial work, we devel-
oped the missing data analysis flow in Figure 2 which
covers the data extraction and collation, cleaning, miss-
ingness analysis and imputation analysis of the dataset.
The stages are explained below:

1. Data – the individual machine datasets from the
four Tools are extracted from multiple databases
and collated into a unified dataset based on a pre-
defined aspect.

2. Cleaning involves removal of outliers, duplicated
rows and features with zero variance as they pro-
vide no benefit in analysis and only act to increase
the computational times and limit biassed values.
Features with over 40% missing values are dis-
carded – the value determined as imputation over
50% is seen to bias the analysis in favour of the
imputed values.4,6

3. Missingness Analysis involves visualisation of key
features, cluster analysis, regression analysis (to
identify influential features on proportion of miss-
ing data), classification and regression tree
(CART) analysis (to highlight missing completely
at random (MCAR) and to help identify relation-
ships). Collectively, the analyst can undertake
complete-case analysis if deemed MCAR and or
apply imputation analysis if missing completely at
random (MAR) or missing not at random
(MNAR).

4. Imputation Analysis allows exploration of a range
of procedures and identification of the best candi-
dates, by running a rebalancing SMOTE algorithm
for cases of extreme class imbalance. Performance
metrics including balanced accuracy, is used to
determine the best imputation procedure to pro-
duce data for building any new prediction model.

Data analysis and cleaning

Data cleaning and pre-processing procedures ensure
that the raw data is converted into a suitable format
for meaningful statistical analysis, but incomplete data
is unavoidable. Procedures such as complete-case anal-
ysis, mean substitution, k-NN imputation, can only be
applied validly in order to limit any bias to the subse-
quent model.8

Table 1. Characteristics of datasets.

Characteristic Seagate

Scaled/raw Raw
Rows 677,772
Continuous columns 38
Discrete columns 8
Total missing values 4,845,931
Missing percentage (%) 16.2
Complete rows 220,477
Total observations 31,175,004
Memory usage (Mb) 236

Carbery et al. 3



For the Seagate data, prior knowledge on sensor
types, for example, electrical, flow, pressure, etc. and
metadata/indicator variables, for example, tool name,
etc., allows us to group the data. A correlation matrix
can help to identify major relationships between pairs

of variables/sensors. Figure 3 shows the relationships
for the 31 KPIVs in the Tool 2 machine. The colour
coding has been used to highlight the groupings. This
analysis was useful in allowing Seagate engineering staff
to identify any dominant relationships and to indicate

Figure 2. Missing data analysis strategy for generating new insights and identifying most appropriate complete dataset for future
statistical models.

Figure 3. Correlation matrix showing relations between sensors in Seagate Tool 2 dataset.
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which sensors have the highest correlation with the out-
come measurement. In most cases, the data confirmed
the process understanding by the engineers.

Missing data patterns and structure

In the context of missingness in industrial systems,
research has focussed on visual analysis tools or stan-
dard imputations.4,6 Visual analysis provides initial
indication of any unusual missingness behaviour
quickly indicating any concerns with basic information
capture. Any pattern of missing data needs to be con-
sidered and catered for, prior to any analysis.5,17

Missing instances

Missingness refers to missing instances for observations
in a dataset where is no record at that point and can
occur due a machine or sensor fault, noise during pro-
duction, etc. Current research8,12 has not explored its
impact in detail and typically has only considered spe-
cific imputation examples.

Missingness pattern analysis

Data distribution visualisations allow the analyst to
quickly establish whether the data is MAR, MCAR, or
in the most complex scenario, MNAR. This can influ-
ence the amount of transferable information between
features, and can provide new insights.

An adapted function created using the naniar pack-
age in R allows for a clearer depiction of the missing
data18 where datasets are transformed into binary, with
0 indicating an observed instance and 1, a missing
observation. This allows the percentage of missingness
to be depicted on a missingness map. Figure 4 depicts

the missingness map for Seagate’s Tool 1 machine from
September 2017 to May 2018 where the x-axis repre-
sents the features and the y-axis contains the observa-
tions. The purpose is not to highlight detail, but to
provide engineers with a visualisation of missingness
issue trends within the captured data. On more detailed
examination, patterns were apparent for the sensors,
ESCVoltageNeg, ESCCurrent and ESCVoltagePos
which makes sense, as all of these relate to one part of
the process and are non-monotone with no clear cases
of latent variables. It is a multivariate missing data
issue and in further investigation, appeared in the data
from the other Tools.

Exploration of missing data structure

Often, industrial analysts choose fast and simplistic
missing data imputation, such as mean imputation, or
else the more extreme case of listwise deletion which
can reduce the dimensionality of data drastically.
Removal of data points means that potential critical
information can be lost, which could result in redun-
dant models.

The Seagate dataset provides us with an unique
opportunity to demonstrate methods that can highlight
relationships or structure in the missing data. Figure 5
provides a visual relationship between the levels of
missingness in a machine fleet over a 8month period.
It shows an unanticipated commonality between
machines; the process engineers indicated that the data
extracted for the machines should be independent of
one another as each is not reliant on the processing of
the other. A specific R function was developed to pro-
duce this chart and allows for the user to interactively
zoom in and see the actual percentage of missingness
for each dataset.

Figure 4. Missingness map for Tool 1 machine in Seagate data.
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Another aspect was to consider the overall average
monthly missingness as in Figure 6, in order to explore
if there is a general underlying trend. It suggests a
strong correlation between levels in each machine with
the exception of Tool 4 which had an explained miss-
ingness due to reduced production between November
2017 and February 2018. Figure 7 gives a monthly
heatmap generated by filtering data and calculating
missingness proportions for each sensor in the Tool 2
machine. It indicates major issues with the ESCCurrent
sensor which other tools identify as a common feature
across machines.

Correlation and clustering of missingness

Using Pearson’s correlation coefficient, we can confirm
strong positive correlations between Tool 1 and 2, and
Tool 2 and 3 (see Table 2), originally shown in Figures
5 and 6. The p-values used in the tests of a significant
relationship with hypotheses are defined as follows;

� H0: Level between pairs is not significant where any
relationship is produced at random.

� Ha: Level indicates a statistically significant rela-
tionship with an underlying cause.

The p-values in Table 2 are statistically significant at
a 95% confidence interval for most pairs; with the
exception of Tool 4’s relationship with Tool 1 and 2 as
the p-values are greater than 0.05. Unexpectedly, these
results infer the Seagate’s tools are statistically related.
A failing sensor increases the average missing data
count and impacts the performance of the machine.
From the correlation analysis, it is evident that an
increase has an impact on the performance of wafers.
This approach helps to confirm that missingness is not
MCAR and that a relationship and structure is appar-
ent and that deletion of the missing data could bias
results.

Procedure to identify structure in missing data

Figure 8 depicts the stages in a new hierarchical cluster-
ing function which groups missing data binary patterns
(generated previously) into k clusters within the given
set of N observation.19 The procedure incorporates the
calculation of distance metrics to create a similarity

Figure 5. Daily percentage of missing observations for each Tool between September 2017 and May 2018 for Seagate Data.

Figure 6. Average monthly percentage missing for the time
period September 2017 to May 2018 for the Seagate tools.
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index for performing hierarchical clustering of missing
data patterns. It improves on the work in Tierney and
Cook,18 allowing clustering of larger datasets by incor-
porating multiple functionalities within R’s fastcluster
package. For the calculation of distances, the Euclidean
metric which is a popular choice among researchers, is
used.

The Ward minimum variance clustering algorithm
was chosen as it performs well in clustering large binary
datasets.20 Figure 9 shows the missing pattern clusters
for the Tool 4 dataset where the features and observa-
tions have been reordered into similar groupings. This
allows extraction of observation points which can be
provided to manufacturing staff, highlighting key dates
and times of occurrence. Data from other Tool
machines (not shown due to length restrictions) rein-
forces the conclusion that the data does not follow
MCAR assumptions. The comparison of clusters
across the machines allows different patterns to be
identified. Initially, Tools 1 and 4 were deemed to

follow similar trends, but after cluster analysis, it was
detected that some clusters showed irregularities.

The CART tool17 is used here, for the first time in an
industrial data domain, to produce new insights into
the underlying structure and cause of missing data. The
capability of producing a Decision Tree (DT) model
shows that there is a direct relationship with levels of
features and the presence of missing data. This CART
analysis allows the user to investigate which levels are
leading to increased missing levels that can be further
investigated. When implemented, the analysis results in
a graphical representation of several leafs where the
final leaf nodes contain three categories: the first repre-
sents the expected proportion of missing data per obser-
vational row, that is, a wafer or product’s production
records; the second includes the number of observa-
tional rows and; the third is the percentage of instances
in that node.

The CART analysis on the missing data for Tool 2
identified seven influential features, which are

Figure 7. Heatmap visualising missing observation percentage for the Seagate tools split by month.

Table 2. Correlation coefficients comparing monthly missingness in tool dataset (p-values in brackets).

Tool 1 Tool 2 Tool 3 Tool 4

Tool 1 1.00 0.75 (0.021) 0.72 (0.028) 0.48 (0.2335)
Tool 2 0.75 (0.021) 1.00 0.94 (0.000) 0.54 (0.163)
Tool 3 0.72 (0.0275) 0.94 (0.000) 1.00 0.75 (0.031)
Tool 4 0.48 (0.234) 0.54 (0.163) 0.75 (0.0312) 1.00

Carbery et al. 7



important predictors of the proportion of missing data
in this Seagate sample, thus allowing manufacturing
staff to gain new insights into potential underlying
issues. For example, discussion with the Seagate staff
revealed that wafer lots that underwent
PMFStepNo=0, involved the preparation of the tool
for particular stages thus providing an understanding
of why the data could be missing. Insights into missing
data structure have persuaded Seagate’s engineering
staff to seek alternative approaches for how they ana-
lyse missing data and construct models. Whilst the
common procedure had been to use complete-case
analysis, for example, the identification of an underly-
ing structure shows that this is not appropriate. They
are now using visualisation tools to assess their data
following extraction to identify any initial errors.

The cluster analysis in Figure 9 resulted in four clus-
ters where the largest cluster contains mostly complete
data, consistent with the machine performing appropri-
ately and recording all necessary information. The clus-
ters at the top show a larger portion of missing
observations. Investigation into the LotValue of these
observations grouped together indicated that the
majority were lots that failed the final electrical test.
This provides a mechanism to provide to the user the
list of lots grouped into a cluster based on similarities.

Missing data imputation analysis

Next, we investigate how imputations can help to deter-
mine and validate classification of missing data
mechanism,18 and identify the best performing imputa-
tion that limits bias. Missing data imputation is increas-
ingly being used with industrial data.21 Some argue for
mean imputation for ease of implementation7 and oth-
ers use LOCF for cases of continual data collection.21

We can use different, univariate imputation methods
which consider each feature independently, and multi-
variate approaches that are applied on the entire data-
frame and utilise the relationships between features to
impute missing values. Typically, missing data is
handled through deletion/complete-case analysis by
removing any observational row which contains at least
one missing instance. The data needs to be MCAR
which is challenging to support, so these approaches
often produce biassed parameters and estimates – not
recommended by statisticians. Currently, Seagate staff
use the complete case or mean imputation.

Industrial data imputation analysis

With the four Seagate datasets, initial cleaning was per-
formed to extract the relevant features. A broad range

Figure 8. Flow for the new vis_miss_cluster() function generated to produce the cluster visualisations of missing data
patterns.
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of imputation alongside a complete case analysis
(Table 3) was then applied, resulting in 32 datasets
for our Seagate samples. Each complete dataset was
split into 75% training and 25% testing and for each
model, five-fold cross-validation was utilised to
reduce any bias or variation by splitting the data into
five equal subsets and using four to train the model
and one for validation. This process was repeated to
ensure that each subset is used as a validation set for
testing the model.

The extensively used, synthetic minority oversam-
pling technique (SMOTE) re-balancing algorithm was
chosen to handle the class imbalance scenario in pre-
dicting product fails.22 The well performing, XGBoost
classification and the standard DT models were applied
and a specific set of parameters chosen and built into a
function, allowing a quick analysis. Four statistical per-
formance metrics were chosen which measure the per-
formance of the resulting model to predict the target

class. These include: accuracy, balanced accuracy (aver-
age of the proportion of correctly predicted classes),
sensitivity and specificity; the latter two show how well
the model predicts the correct classes of pass and failed
products.

For each performance metric, a higher value is more
desirable but caution is needed about the accuracy
metric in the presence of imbalanced data. Table 4
shows the clear difference between accuracy and
balanced accuracy when SMOTE is implemented for
the Tool 1 data. If rebalancing is not used, the model is
biassed towards the majority class that is, pass. This is
also seen by considering sensitivity which is extremely
high in cases of no SMOTE, so SMOTE should be
employed.

Considering Balanced Accuracy with SMOTE,
LOCF provides the best performance. This could be
because the sensors are continually recording values at
1Hz samples and little variation would be expected.

Figure 9. Tool 4 missing data after cluster analysis indicating four clusters of similar missingness patterns.

Table 3. Missing data procedures and chosen R implementations.

Method Description R function

Complete case Removal of any observation with at least one missing instance. complete.cases()
Bag Imputes value based on predictions from bagged aggregate decision trees. caret::bagImpute()
k-NN Replace missing values with average of same feature of k-most similar

complete rows.
caret::knnImpute()

LOCF Replace missing value for individual feature with most recent previous
non-missing observation.

imputeTS::na.locf()

Mean Replace missing instance with mean value for the non-missing values for
an individual feature.

utilised mean()

Median Replace missing values with median value for the given feature. imputeMissings
RF Imputes missing instances using chained random forests and predictive

mean matching.
missRanger()

RFextra As RF but uses ‘extratrees’ which refers to extremely randomised trees. missRanger()

Carbery et al. 9



These performances highlight how complete-case anal-
ysis is inadequate for analysing Seagate data and
although the mean imputation provides a high level of
balanced accuracy (0.9186), further investigation is
needed to ensure variation is retained and the imputed
values are representative of the original data. Other
algorithms can also result in data deviating from the
expected distribution, and therefore a combination of
analysis must be considered when choosing the imputa-
tion method.

As seen in other papers, one model is often not enough
to make definitive conclusions. A summary of the results
for the other Tool machines is given in Table 5. The best
performing imputation algorithms were shown to be the
LOCF, k-NN, bag and mean imputations. For Seagate’s
data, the LOCF imputation performed the best on a
majority of the models, which was closely followed by the
Bag imputation. Therefore, a system that can implement
different algorithms is necessary, as one algorithm may
not work best with different datasets.

Discussion

The immediate impact of this work for Seagate, has been
the recognition that missingness is a key issue in their
data and the resulting analysis has provided some inter-
esting insights to the operation of the manufacturing pro-
cess, namely the correlation of missingness across fleets
of machines. The resulting investigation has explored the
impact of using various imputation approaches directly
on the company’s manufacturing data.

In terms of context with previously published
research, the work in Escobar et al.3 backs up our con-
clusion that the imputation algorithm needs to be cho-
sen on a case-by-case basis. In their paper, they indicate
that ‘the data set should be thoroughly assessed, to
determine the most appropriate statistical method to
handle missing data’. They apply an algorithm based
on a greedy-like selection which makes whatever choice

seems the best at each iteration. It addresses the trade-
off between the number of columns (features) and rows
(samples) which they argue is a common situation in
manufacturing where sensors may randomly break
down or may be systematically turned off. The work
explores the different sub-sets that solve the trade-off
between number of features and number of samples
which is similar to this work. Whilst asserting that the
work is applicable to manufacturing, they only apply to
a medical application and do not provide any insights
into the missingness.

In the work in Flath and Stein,7 the authors have
created a more complex toolbox similar to, but more
complex than that we presented in Figure 2 and applied
it to the Bosch dataset from Kaggle. They perform
duplicate detection but most of the work concentrates
on identifying relationships from the data and missing-
ness is not really considered. Mante et al.23 applied
mean substitution and regression imputation for han-
dling missing data in biologics manufacturing data-
bases and show it performs well and introduces no
bias. However, the missingness was artificially intro-
duced, so the focus was more about minimising the
error to a known dataset rather than understanding the
missingness patterns. In Wang et al.,24 the authors pro-
pose a machine learning approach based on a novel

Table 4. Tool 1 imputation performance evaluated with XGBoost classifier.

Missingness method SMOTE Accuracy Balanced accuracy Sensitivity Specificity

Complete-case Yes 0.9987 0.7994 0.9989 0.6000
No 0.9996 0.5000 1.0000 0.0000

Bag Yes 0.9756 0.9104 0.9760 0.8448
No 0.9984 0.7026 1.0000 0.4052

k-NN Yes 0.9348 0.8856 0.9350 0.8362
No 0.9979 0.6379 0.9999 0.2759

LOCF Yes 0.9835 0.9186 0.9838 0.8534
No 0.9986 0.7758 0.9998 0.5517

Mean Yes 0.9729 0.9133 0.9732 0.8534
No 0.9983 0.6940 1.0000 0.3879

Median Yes 0.9646 0.8705 0.9651 0.7759
No 0.9982 0.6810 1.0000 0.3621

RF Yes 0.9839 0.8587 0.9846 0.7328
No 0.9979 0.6034 1.0000 0.2069

RFextra Yes 0.9905 0.8362 0.9913 0.6810
No 0.9979 0.6335 0.9998 0.2672

The largest single value represented is highlighted in bold.

Table 5. Balanced accuracy performance using the DTC for
Seagate.

Tool 1 Tool 2 Tool 3 Tool 4

Complete case 0.8691 0.9996 0.7635 0.7752
Bag 0.8024 0.7160 0.8038 0.7895
k-NN 0.8608 0.7427 0.7427 0.8133
LOCF 0.8779 0.7172 0.7387 0.7573
Mean 0.8318 0.7640 0.7838 0.6685

The largest single value represented is highlighted in bold.
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orthogonal least square based autoencoder approach
for the missing data imputation. It shows superior per-
formance for various levels of missingness, but once
again, the missingness has been artificially created and
then addressed in simulation. Park et al.25 apply a clas-
sification method based on the mixtures of Dirichlet
process and naive Bayes model to a real manufacturing
dataset from Samsung but again, they artificially create
the missingness.

Conclusion

Results from a detailed study of Seagate’s disc head
manufacturing process have been presented. It has led
to the development of a new missing data analysis pro-
cedure which helps the engineering staff to handle dif-
fering missing data patterns. A key driver has been the
lack of understanding behind missing data causes. New
visualisation tools using cluster identified relationships
and similarities within missing data patterns, were
developed. The CART analysis was used to identify
relationships between the proportion of missing data
and key features. Combining these, it was identified
that the missing data could not be removed or ignored,
and therefore must be accounted for appropriately. An
investigative study on imputation was undertaken and
concluded that the imputation algorithm needs to be
chosen on a case-by-case basis.
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